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May my writings bring you HOPE in uncertain times

May my words bring HEALING with you in mind 

May you feel my heart and LOVE in your soul

You are SAFE more than you know 
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Introduction
 

Here we all are, at this moment in time, experiencing a global pandemic,

and a social (physical) distancing lockdown. This historic event will forever

mark 2020 as a year when life changed. Not just for one person, but for all

of humanity.

 

We have never experienced something like this before in our lifetime. For

some of us, it has been a constant upheaval of emotions. You may be

experiencing feelings such as fear, anxiety, sadness, uncertainty,

confusion, dismay, hopelessness, depression, or devastating grief.

 

Making a living has changed in the blink of an eye. Our view of our personal

landscape has shifted into the unknown. We are now adapting to change

every second, every minute, every hour, and every day. 

 

I feel your emotions and feelings. I also felt them back in early March. I had

just re-entered life this January, after being on a year-long journey of grief

from the loss of my husband. My business had started to pick up when I

heard the news. I sat paralyzed thinking that adversity had struck once

again.

 

However, my freeze-frame shock didn't last that long, realizing that I have

been on this earth for 60 years, and I have experienced so much

throughout my life. I felt strongly I could really help people at this time.
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My husband's passing had opened up my eyes that life was too precious to

waste. I became more determined than ever to live my purpose, and

become a bigger part of serving my gifts for the good of all.

 

I sat down at my computer on March 6th and began to type out my thoughts

in a newsletter for my clients. However, as my words kept flowing, my

newsletter became too long to send out. On April 1st, after a month-long

quarantine, this e-Book was birthed. Truthfully, it was a surprise to me, too! 

 

You may be shaking your head as to why I believe that COVID-19 is a

blessing in disguise. Or, you may agree with me, and realize that this is so.

My hope for you, regardless of your belief, is to keep an open mind as you

read through my e-Book.

 

I am a humanitarian and I love to help and serve others. I have a huge

heart. I would love to be able to wrap my arms around the whole world

right now. So my words I share with you, are the best way I know how.

 

First, I would like to say to those caregivers who have lost somebody and

who are suffering in grief, I truly understand your pain. I want to let you

know that your loved ones are still with you. They are no longer in pain.

 

All they want for you is to be happy. They worry when you don't take care of

yourself. So, especially now, do try to take care of you.
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Here is a routine I did when I was going through my grief. Every morning,

no matter how I felt, I would make my bed, take a shower, and get nicely

dressed. This helped me get through some very tough times. 

 

Secondly, I believe we have been given an opportunity to risk stepping up

and stepping out. We are perfect the way we are. We are enough. Our

opinions matter. Our voice matters. Our purpose matters.

 

My words I have written in this e-Book are to bring you a ‘fresh perspective’

on the possibility that COVID-19 is a blessing in disguise. My goal is to help

you rise above your circumstances by finding your superhero inside of you

to push you forward.

 

I have also provided many optimistic takeaways to help you navigate

through these uncertain times.

 

If you can take away even a sentence or two from my writings, whether it

be a feeling of reassurance, more certainty, less stress, hope, possibility,

purpose, or inspiring you with great ideas, that puts a big smile on my face

more than you know.
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Global Awakening
 

If it's one thing I know for sure, our earth is the master teacher of

CHANGE. It is constantly replenishing itself with all the changing seasons.

 

I believe OUR EARTH has been experiencing its own pandemic. It has not

been able to replenish itself like normal. I feel this is due in part to the toxic

pollution man has created.

 

"Our earth has been crying for a long time to be healed."

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You know the old saying that ‘Something’s Gotta Give'? It starts with us.

 

OUR SOCIETY HAS SERIOUSLY BEEN OFF-BALANCE FOR YEARS.

 



Let's talk about our first imbalance, 'sleep deprivation'. Statistics have

reached an all-time, CRAZY HIGH!

 

"Global sleep problems may be causing more damage

than terrorism. Sleep on that!”  www.sleepadvisor.org

 

On the Sleep Advisor’s website, they share their statistics from clinical,

medical and scientific reports. 50-70 million people in the US suffer from

one or several sleep disorders. Sleep deprivation is costing the US over $4

million annually.

 

Our second imbalance is the fast-paced, ever-changing technology world

we live in today. If you haven't learned to be a superhero at multi-tasking by

now, you will probably be left behind in the dust! 'Our work and life

balance is out of whack!' 

 

Our multi-tasking, 24/7 habits = STRESS. Constant stress causes our

sympathetic nervous system to stay paralyzed in fight-or-flight mode, which

then raises our cortisol levels. If our cortisol levels remain high, this will

send your body on a downward decline, resulting in adrenal exhaustion.

 

Our third imbalance is blue light that permeates from all our technology and

from our LED light bulbs that are laden throughout our workspaces and

homes. When working late at night on your devices, blue light tricks your

brain into thinking it is daylight, which inhibits the production of melatonin.
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Loss of quality of sleep and reduced hours of sleep are the result. Sleep

medications are prescribed to cope with your lack of sleep.

 

Our fourth imbalance is the added stress to our lives caused by all the daily

distractions, which can overload our brain. If you don't have a strict health,

exercise and mindfulness practice in place, you can end up feeling like a

WALKING ZOMBIE, deprived of your resources of energy supply.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s Go Deeper On This Subject of Imbalance
 

Although there have been worldwide movements to help eliminate toxins,

pesticides, and growth hormones from animals, to promote clean air and

clean water, and to clean up the plastic in the oceans, pesticides are still

being sprayed on our foods, chemicals are still getting through the door,

and sea life is still being found on shore lines wrapped in plastic. GMO

(genetically modified organisms) are still out there invading our food supply,

and fluoride and chlorine are still showing up in some of our water supplies.
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Not to mention, manmade chemicals are still being produced today. This is

very old news! Seriously, what is it going to take?

 

We, as a society, are being bombarded with these external forces 24 hours 

a day. Poor diet, drugs, antibiotics, negative news, chronic stress, sleep

issues, side effects of blue light, and the constant radiation extending from

our technology are all threats to our immune system. We wonder why there

is so much sickness in our world.

 

“The growing body of scientific research on chemical contamination

exposes a sobering picture. Wherever scientists look - the tropics,

marine systems, industrial regions, the Arctic - they find the impacts

of our toxic chemicals."  wwf.panda.org

 

I have shared with you considerable knowledge on the plight of our earths

declining resources. This pandemic is the EARTH'S way of teaching us to

wake up and help her. Be grateful, as she has expended this huge amount

of effort, in order to be seen.

 

Be one small part of bringing our earth back to balance, by committing to

cleaning out your whole house of chemicals. Check all your ingredients in

every product in your home, at www.ewa.org. Then GO GREEN!

 

"Be one small part of making our world a better place to live."
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RESPECT THE EARTH. IT IS YOUR ONLY HOME.

BE ONE SMALL PART OF MAKING OUR WORLD A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE.

 

However, as I write, the earth is already showing us her appreciation. There

are fewer planes, trains, and automobiles polluting our air. I know it is

spring, but it feels beyond spring. Nature seems like she is singing. We are

getting a glimpse at what a non-polluted world could look like. 

 

China saw blue sky for the first time. The birds seem to be chirping louder

and are much happier. The sun seems to shine brighter on a sunny day.

What was normally sprayed through our skies, has been replaced by pure

white, beautifully formed clouds.

 

You are witness to the happiness our EARTH has longed to feel. The

longer this lockdown goes on, I guarantee you will see more and feel more

of an awakening within yourself and your life around you.

 

Isn’t it ironic? As human beings, the only way we can be taught

BALANCE is to be thrown off-balance and find balance within our own lives

once again. Thus, we can look at this pandemic as a blessing in disguise as

we revisit within ourselves and remember why we are all here.

 

My next topic is all about 2020 and how this year provides more

evidence that BALANCE is the theme of our lives. 

 
TAKEAWAY:   
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The Universal Year 2020
 

When we add up the digits for this univeral year 2020, together, 

  we get the double digit 22/4 ( 2 + 0 + 2 + 0 = 22/4 ). 

 

To help you understand a little bit about the meaning of numbers, pull out a

piece of paper. Draw the number 4 on your piece of paper. We refer to the

vertical line from top to bottom as the skyscraper building. The angle

attached to the skyscraper looks similar to a crane. In essence, the 4

represents building a foundation. It is the grounding earth energy and the

ability to create form.

 

The double 22 is referred to as a master number. The two 2’s seek

relationships and like to view two sides of a story, thus, looking at the bigger

picture. Together the 22/4 beholds the Master Builder for 2020.

 

The 22/4 is a global energy number that sees the larger picture and desires

to build something that is for the greater good. It is the forward movement for

the evolution of mankind. It works hard to fulfill its vision.
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The universal year 22/4 is calling us to order, to rebuild our foundations and

incorporate traditional ways of living and working, and to invent new ways

of applying these traditional age-old principles, thus, GROWING NEW

ROOTS. We have been knocked off balance, to also revisit what once was.  

 

The stand-alone 4 is about organizing, structure, planning, and systems. If

we refer to our world crisis right now, not only is the entire world politically 

and economically re-organizing a crisis structure and temporary rules, but

we, as a society, are in the same place. We are re-organizing our life,

career, business and family life, to adjust to the current economic situation. 

 

The 4 also draws emphasis on taking better care of our health, getting out

in nature, attending to our finances, building community, and re-designing

our homes. It is also a good year for buying or selling property.

 

Can you see this happening all over the world? This is exactly what the

22/4 represents for this year, 2020. 

 

My sister and I have been talking about all the GOOD that is happening all

over the world. We have become a 'WE' society, versus an 'I' society,

overnight! 

 

Volunteers are supporting communities and taking care of their elderly.

Governments are creating ways to offer financial support to large and small

businesses. The GOOD continues on!
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REBUILD, RESTRUCTURE, REINVENT A NEW YOU.

TAKE BETTER CARE OF YOUR HEALTH.

YOU’VE GOT THE GREEN LIGHT TO GO FOR IT! 

HELP YOUR COMMUNITY. CHECK UP ON THE ELDERLY.

THERE IS ALWAYS A SOLUTION TO EVERY PROBLEM.

As I said earlier, we have been knocked off balance, to revisit what once

was. With this lockdown, we have been forced into doing precisely that. The

confirmation I have given with our universal year 22/4, validates that it was

meant to happen anyway. So, we can relax in just knowing this. Right?

 

So, what can you revisit that once was?  What is off-balance in your life?

Have you accumulated too much stuff? Do you need all your stuff? Can you

live lighter going forward?  What did you used to do that you miss doing?

 

I know right now it may be hard for some to focus on balancing your life.

You might be worrying about your business or making money, and how you

are going to survive this economic storm. Try on another hat. 

 

Think of this as a huge opportunity to restructure, rebuild and reinvent

yourself. You have been given the green light! There is always a solution

to every problem! 
 
 

TAKEAWAY:
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Fear Or The Gift Of Time? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have stuck with me up to this point, I want to say thank you for

keeping an open mind. However, if you have been reading along and you

are still locked down in fear, then this topic is for you.  

 

On the first level of Maslow's Hierchy of Needs Chart, our basic human

survial needs are PHYSIOLOGICAL. This extends the need for oxygen,

water, food, sleep, sex and excretion.

 

On the second level of Maslow's Chart, our basic need for all humans is

SAFETY. This extends the need for security of the body, employment,

resources, mortality, family, health and home.

 

I think it is fair to say, that we are being tested and we are dancing between

these two levels of our human survival needs. And when these needs are

not met, one begins to feel fear.
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The real pandemic is fear, not the virus. Throughout human history, viruses

and pandemics have been a constant companion. 

 

Fear is an illusion. The media is great at upscaling fear. YOU are in

control of your own mind. Nobody owns your mind. It is a simple choice.

FEAR OR NOT TO FEAR.

 

Here is an eye opener for you!

 

FEAR = False Evidence Appearing Real.
 

I bet if you look back on your life somewhere there was a tragedy, or a

devastating loss, where you thought you would never get out alive. 

 

Perhaps you lost everything during the stock market crash of 2008. Or,

perhaps you were one of the many people caught in nature's catastrophic

disasters. My sister and I lost 11 family members to cancer before she was

36, and I was 38. My dear girlfriend lost both her parents in a house fire. It

took time, but we all got through these tragic times. You are here reading

my e-Book. You are breathing. You are alive. 

 

What is the best thing you can do for yourself to curb fear? The more you

fixate or obsess with watching the news, the more your fear will heighten

into panic and anxiety. Stay informed, yes, but just keep on keeping on,

doing life!
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Here is a little story that may make you think twice about REAL fear.

 

Many years ago, my boyfriend at the time, and his 4-year-old son and I,

went on a trip, in a small boat, around the Gulf Islands between Vancouver

Island and the mainland of British Columbia, Canada. 

 

After about an hour on the ocean, faster than we could blink an eye, the

beautiful bright sunny day turned into black clouds, carrying with them a

turbulent storm brewing in the distance.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All I remember is watching Steve maneuver the boat up and over these

steep waves that made our boat look the size of a pea in comparison. While

holding his son in my arms, the biggest wave yet to be seen that day, came

rolling straight towards us. I was so terrified. 

 

I saw my life flash before my eyes. I felt we were all going to die.
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In the devastation of the moment, Steve began to sing. Steve's attitude

pulled us through. Fearlessly, we all sang together. Our boat seemed to

climb up those humungous waves as if we were hovering above the water.

 

Here is the thing. You are going to be okay. Just like Steve, his son, and I

survived this terrible ordeal in the middle of the deep, dark ocean.

 

Events like these make us stronger. We are here to grow, learn and evolve.

It is what builds our character. Great stories are then told.

 

You can choose to live in fear, or you can become empowered by

educating yourself beyond the media hype. Learn what everyone else is up

to. Why might the next person not be as fearful as you? 

 

Look around and find those people who show no fear and rather show

courage, leadership, and positivity. Hang out with them. Join their social

media links. They have something to teach you.

 

When you look outside the box of fear, you might see what has been right 

in front of you all this time. You have been given the GIFT OF TIME.

 

Look at this social (physical) distancing as a chance to do the things you

keep saying you don't have time for. There are no excuses. It is not time

taken away from you. TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.
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FEAR IS FALSE EVIDENCE APPEARING REAL.    

OBSTACLES ARE A BLESSING IN DISGUISE.  

KEEP ON KEEPING ON, DOING LIFE. 

HANG OUT WITH PEOPLE WHO DO NOT FEEL FEAR.    

YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE GIFT OF TIME.

YOU ARE GOING TO BE OKAY.

TAKEAWAY:
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Who Is Your Superhero?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

You might be wondering why in the heck am I asking you the question,

“Who is your superhero?” when there is a pandemic going on?

 

Well, this topic is directed to all business owners who may be stuck at a

crossroads in your business or career, or feeling uncertain about which way

to move forward. I just wanted to bring a little inspiration your way!

 

As I shared earlier, there is great support around the world to educate

business owners who are searching for ways to keep their business afloat,

both creatively and financially, in this crisis. 

 

On the bright side, ZOOM BUSINESS HAS BECOME THE NEW NORM!
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Back to the topic at hand, I think it is fair to say that we all have a hero or

two stored in our memory bank. Maybe even now.

 

When I was a kid, Batman, Robin, Spiderman, Superman and Popeye,

were my favourite real-life and cartoon characters. Who were your

superheroes?

 

"Sometimes superheroes can be humans in disguise."

 

Back when I was 13, I was looking after a horse ranch while the owners

were away on a holiday. While grooming a horse, I had a flash thought on

the idea of becoming an entrepreneur.

 

My curiosity had me hunting through magazines for 'against all odds'

success-stories. I would then cut them out and paste them into a binder,

and sit back and dream. I still have that weathered binder in storage.

 

"These stories gave me hope of what was possible."

 

Besides my cartoons and reality superheroes, my human superhero was

Maya Angelou. You may, or may not, know of her.

 

Maya was an avid writer of many forms. She was also a poet and

humanitarian. Poetry, writing stories and serving as a humanitarian are my

favourite pastimes.

 



Who was your superhero in the past? 

Who is your superhero now? 

What would your superhero do if they were in this pandemic situation,

and their business had been turned upside down overnight?  

 

Still to this day, when I am stuck in my muse, I open up Maya’s writings to

remember, if she can do it, I can do it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of all, Maya's triumphs through great adversity, gave so much hope 

to me and to the world at large. Whenever I had a difficult time taking that

first step, her writings gave me the courage to step outside of my comfort

zone. 
 

"When in fear, doubt or distress, look to your superhero!"

 

Here are three simple questions:
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WHEN IN FEAR, DOUBT OR DISTRESS, LOOK TO YOUR SUPERHERO!

EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON. 

BEHIND UNCERTAINTY, CHANGE IS CALLING YOU.

More importantly, right now, how can you let your desire to do what you

have never done before, not only override your FEAR, but override your

fear of not being enough, and your need of having to be perfect?

 

I challenge you to allow that SUPERHERO whom you admire, to pull out

your own SUPERHERO within you, thus, enabling you to move forward.

 

You may feel uncertain in your business, but maybe your superhero within

you is ready for a new voyage out to sea. Maybe you are not supposed to

go back to what you have been doing in the past. Everything happens for a

reason. Behind uncertainty, change is calling you.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAKEAWAY: 
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Creating Zen

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I spoke earlier on the topic of sleep deprivation. Are you one of the many

who have had trouble with sleep deprivation or high stress? Have you been

so glued to your phone that you forgot to look up and outwards, and

witness the raw beauty of nature all around you?  

 

Here is another opportunity to put down your phone and try on meditation, 

if you haven’t done so already. It is a great way to create CALM and find

ZEN amongst the chaos.

 

When the news came out about COVID-19, Dr. Oz shared on his show how

to meditate and to stay calm during the pandemic. 

 

I mentioned earlier about our fight-or-flight sympathetic nervous system and

when stress is high, your cortisol rises.
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Meditating slows our heart and drops us down into the opposite state,

which is the parasympathetic nervous system. Relaxation, regeneration,

and calm are the actions. Meditation is great for lowering cortisol levels.

Meditation will also result in happier hormones!

 

Dr. Oz also said, "If you don't know how to meditate, lock yourself 

in the bathroom, and put the seat down on the toilet and sit quietly. 

It is a safe space and an opportunity for you to be still."

 

By the way, everyone has their way of being quiet and meditative. You may

like to read a book, write a book, paint a room, ride your bike on a quiet

country road, or take a casual stroll by the ocean. Or, maybe just sit on your

porch deck looking at the view with a cup of coffee in hand. 

 

Only you know what puts you in a calm meditative state where time is of no

essence. This will help calm your mind and allow you to release fear and

anxiety, and forget about what is going on in the outside world. 

 

There are also numerous meditation apps available online, as well as

guided meditations on YouTube.

 

One of my favourite things to do while I am working or writing at my

computer is listening to relaxing music on YouTube. I enjoy the sounds of

ocean waves, bubbling brooks, and the birds singing and echoing in the

forest. It takes me away from life's chaos.
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Another great exercise to stay in balance and keep your parasympathetic

nervous system calm is BELLY BREATHING.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clinical Counselor and Hypnotherapist, Anita Lawrence, shares that deep

breathing (belly breathing) is a great way to shut down the stress chemicals

that prepare our bodies for fight-or-flight.   

 

Anita goes on to say that there are specific nerves in the lower lobes that

activate the parasympathetic nervous system and shut down fight-or-flight.

When we are stressed, we breathe in our upper lobes, where receptors kick

in the parasympathetic nervous system, fight-or-flight. Long term shallow

breathing diminishes our immune system. Deep breathing can help save our

life. SO SIMPLE TO DO.
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There are many relaxing exercises such as Yoga, and Tai Chi, to name a

few. Taking a casual walk in the forest is very calming. It is especially

important at this time to connect with nature and be in the rich oxygen of

the trees. 

 

Moving our body and stretching is important for our health in general. We

sit at our computer a lot more than we should. It is important that we get up

every 30 minutes and move away from our computer and stretch.

 

Also, lift both your shoulders up to your neck and tighten or squeeze them

as hard as you can against your neck. Take a 'dee...eep' breath in, and

hold your breath as long as you can. Then exhale out and drop your

shoulders down. You will notice all your tension subside.

 

While working at your desk, follow the 20-20-20 rule. Every 20 minutes

look at some other horizon 20 feet away for 20 seconds. 
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We have reviewed the topic of sleep a few times now. So, here are some

tips to help you sleep better. You are not going to like me, but I will share

my information with you anyway, because I care about you getting your

sleep. 

 

It is important not to sleep with your cellphone in your bedroom at night, or

to use it as your clock. A cell tower in your area can permeate a distance of

45 miles, directly to your phone. You are sleeping with radiation by your

head all night. I have a German EMF gauss meter, which has allowed me

to test many phones and electrical clocks, while feng shuing my clients'

bedrooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, our universal year 2020 is about moving back into traditional

ways of being and doing. Purchase yourself a 'zen clock' on Amazon. If you

already have an electric clock, keep it across the room. The less electricity

by your head at night, the better!

 

Prior, we discussed the topic of blue light. Whatever technology that you

take to bed with you, to either work on your business, or to read a book, is

gearing you up to stay awake.
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Shut down all your technology an hour before you go to bed. It is important

to understand that wifi is invisible radiation, permeating in your home 24/7.

 

In the past, I have suggested a 14-day 'wifi curfew' for families. This means

that each family member's cell phone is put into a basket in the kitchen at

bedtime. The wifi router is then turned off each night, so as to give all our

bodies a chance to recoup and experience deep rest. You will observe a

noticeable difference in how you feel.

 

Here is one last thing to share. For years, I have kept a pattern at night

where I open up the bedroom window a crack, pull back my covers, spray

some lavender on my pillow, lower the lights, hang all my clothes to remove

the clutter, and then I go to wash my face. Lavender is very calming.

 

When I come back into the room, the calm feeling I created automatically

makes me sleepy. I also wear an eye mask and sleep in the dark. 

 

With LED blue light now in our homes, make sure there is no light in your

bedroom at night, so your body can produce its melatonin. 

 

If you have to have a night light on, replace your bulb with an amber, red, or

yellow bulb. These coloured wavelengths will not suppress your melatonin. 

 

If you are interested, I wrote a great article on 'sleep and technology'.
 

https://issuu.com/healthactionnetworksociety/docs/health-action-winter_2014-issuu
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MEDITATE FOR HAPPY HORMONES AND CALM NERVES.

LISTEN TO RELAXING MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK AT YOUR DESK.

BELLY BREATHE TO CURB STRESS AND ANXIETY.

TAKE UP A CALMING EXERCISE.

PUT DOWN YOUR PHONE AND WALK IN NATURE.

STRETCH EVERY 30 MINUTES WHEN WORKING AT YOUR DESK.

SLEEP BETTER WITH NO TECHNOLOGY IN YOUR BEDROOM.

TURN THE WIFI OFF AT NIGHT FOR A DEEPER SLEEP.

KEEP ELECTRIC CLOCKS ACROSS THE ROOM. OR PURCHAS A ZEN CLOCK.

FOLLOW THE 20-20-20 RULE.

TAKEAWAY:

 

 

 



Conditioning Programming 
Why We Eat The Foods We Do

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Think, seriously. When was the last time you watched a vegetable

commercial on TV? Do you ever remember the narrator talking about how

good vegetables are for you and that you must go to your grocery store

right away and buy them now? No! Never! 

 

The reason I am bringing up this subject is Dr. Oz reported to the world,

several times, how to take care of ourselves during this pandemic.

 

Dr. Oz said, “Make sure to eat a healthy balanced diet and eat 

all your fruits and vegetables and make green drinks”.
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When Dr. Oz shared with the world the importance of eating vegetables, I

thought this was a blessing in disguise. So many people are unaware of

how to eat well. Processed food, with its lack of unhealthy nutrients, is not

the answer. In addition, the packaging from processed foods, pollutes our

landfills around the world. Fruits and vegetables protect our immune

system. 

 

Then something happened. I was on my way to the grocery store several

weeks ago, when my friend told me that all the healthy foods were still left

on the shelves.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To my surprise, he was right! The above picture shows the view from my

shopping cart. Almost 98% of of all the fruits and vegetables remained on

the shelf. 
 

"Did you witness the same thing in your town 

when you first went shopping, after you heard the news?"
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I was happy that I had all the vegetable produce to myself! However, my

curiosity got the better of me. I had to know what items consumers were

buying during this social (physical) distancing lockdown.

 

So, I took a trip down all the aisles. I first witnessed the absense of toilet

paper. (Wink! Wink!) Down the next aisle, every known manufactured

pasta, sugar, flour, and sugary juices, were gone! All those items were

processed, enriched, refined carbohydrates. 

 

I get it that we were all in a panic when the news hit. Our minds

automatically thought of foods that were mostly non-perishable.

Unfortunately, these types of processed foods are not the answer when

protecting our immune system.

 

LET’S GO BACK IN TIME 

 

If you are not watching Dr. Oz’s show to train your mind about proper eating

or reading books on healthy eating, then you are subject to the same TV

commercials that have been advertised for many years. 

 

Throughout our lifetime we have been subject to TV food commercials that

advertised processed, enriched, refined foods. These commercials

brainwashed our minds. I call it, "Conditioning Programming."

 

 Played over and over again, our minds kept seeing these same images
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signalling to our brain that these foods were good for us and that we had to

go out and buy them. 

 

Have you ever asked yourself why you don’t see a raw carrot or celery

commercial? Because these vegetables are good for you. Carrots are good

for your eyes and celery is good for your bones. 

 

The words NATURAL FOOD can be seen as foreign to some. It is not

really your fault for avoiding the natural food aisle. Might you now be aware

of this after being subjected to this advertising for decades? Natural food is

your birthright. 

 

I was standing in line at the grocery store many years ago, when a man

snooped at the contents in my cart. He looked up at me and said, “That

natural food in your cart is bad for you.”

 

Back in Junior High, there was no such thing as 'Nutrition' classes. They

were 'Home Economics' classes. We learned to bake cakes and pies.
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The chemicals that are used to manufacture processed foods, affect the

EARTH, and make no sense at all when nature has provided us with seeds

to grow the food designed for our body. The design of processed fast-foods

has just made life easier. At what cost to our longevity as a human race are

we sacrificing? 
 

 "A fast-paced-lifestyle = fast-food."
 

Here is the thing. If we stop buying produce, then we are responsible for the

poor farmers who are trying to make a living and work hard each year to

grow their crops. They depend on us to buy their food. It is our

responsibility as a consumer to support them.

 

GET CREATIVE WITH YOUR VEGGIES AND FRUIT

 

You can still purchase your vegetables and cut them all up and make a

week’s worth of nourishing soup. Then, divide them up and freeze them. 

 

You can also make a big batch of green drinks with fruit. Amazon has safe

plastic, popsicle holder sets you can purchase. Pour a portion of the green

drink mix into each holder set and place them in your freezer.

 

Before you go to bed at night, pull out one of the popsicle holders and place

it inside a glass container, so it will catch the melted ice and not leak into

your fridge. Your popsicle green drink will be unthawed by morning. Pour it

into your favourite container and you are good to go!
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Here is the Amazon link for the popsicle holder sets.
https://www.amazon.ca/Popsicle-Plastic-Reusable-SticksAdults/dp/B07D5V83LJ

 

They work really great for mothers who are conscious of their children's

health and our concerned about plastic chemicals.

 

The internet is full of soup recipes to help us receive our proper nutrition at

this much needed time; squash, pumpkin, pea soup, chicken noodle or

vegetable soup, just to name a few. They are very easy to make.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As much as we are helping the elderly get their groceries, I am sure they

would love to have even more help. Who doesn't love having a meal

cooked by someone else?

 

Wouldn’t it be nice to make up a big pot of soup, and gift your elderly

neighbours some freezer packs of soup? Make life easier for them. I am

sure they would love your generosity. I love seeing them smile!
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In the end, the reality is your body is designed for food that grows on trees,

in the soil, and in the sea. 

  

Eating all the right foods to protect your immune system from any type of

sickness and especially the COVID-19, is not only a temporary way of life

during this pandemic. Protecting your immune stystem is for LIFE!

 

It is a choice. It is a lifestyle change. So, please be gentle with yourself if

you have been eating a certain way for many years. Your body is going to

take some time to get used to natural food. 

 

The natural foods I am talking about have not been sprayed by pesticides

or chemicals. They are grown in clean soil and are organic. All organic food

is labeled and starts with a 9 barcode. Produce that has been sprayed with

pesticides starts with a 4 barcode. 

 

If organic food is not in your budget right now, then make sure to soak your

pesticide-sprayed vegetables in a mixture of one-part vinegar to three-parts

water. If you let them soak long enough, you will see a film on the top of the

water, especially with waxed apples.

 

Start walking down each aisle of your grocerty store and ask yourself what

grows on a tree? What grows in the ground? What grows in the sea? Be

mindful of farmed fish. Search for wild fish.
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While standing in line at the grocery store, peak in your neighbour's cart. Be

a private witness to what that person is eating. This was an eye-opener for

me years ago when I began changing my eating habits. I realized we truly

had been conditioned to eat certain foods since young.

 

As I became more and more conscious of what I ate, when I rolled my

grocery cart up to the counter with all-natural food, I received quite a lot of

attention. Strangers quite often would ask me for advice.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just to share with you, I was not always a healthy person. Thirty years ago,

I smoked half a pack of cigarettes and drank 10-12 cups of coffee a day,

with two tablespoons of honey in each cup, to keep up with my stressful

job. My diet consisted of 90% junk food. My doctor told me if I didn’t stop, I

would become a young diabetic. So, I can understand how difficult it can be

to make lifestyle changes.
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You are probably wondering how to get started? 

 

Here is a simple way. Start by introducing one new whole food at a time,

for one week. Eat this food choice three or four times a week at meal time.

You will find out pretty quickly if you are allergic to this chosen food. 

 

Just to note... if you have been eating toxic and processed food for awhile,

your liver might get a little cranky. This means that when energy-charged,

whole live food is introduced to your body, it is going to wake up all the

stuck toxins that have been stored in your fat tissues. These toxins were

released from the dead food you ate a long time ago. Your liver will be

stressed, so it will need you to be responsible and feed it lots of good

alkaline water to flush out the toxins. Dandelion Tea is also helpful. It calms

the liver and helps flush out the toxins slowly. 

 

It might take you a bit longer to change over to healthier eating habits. Give

yourself a good year to transition. Just keep on keeping on, until eating well

becomes a lifestyle habit. You will find your tastebuds will change and you

will crave junk food or processed foods less frequently.

 

By the end of the year, you will probably have built a binder full of creative

recipes to fulfill your healthy lifestyle habits.

 

Take it one day at a time. Take baby steps. You will be great!
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PURCHASE VEGETABLES AND FRUITS TO SUPPORT THE FARMERS.     

GET CREATIVE AND MAKE SOUPS YOU CAN FREEZE.

SHARE YOUR SOUP WITH THE ELDERLY.

PREPARE GREEN DRINKS AND FREEZE THEM FOR MORNING.

AVOID PROCESSED FOOD AND REFINED FOODS.

BE CONSCIOUS OF THE BAR-CODES ON PRODUCE.

EAT FOODS THAT ARE GROWN IN THE SOIL, ON A TREE, OR IN THE SEA.

INTRODUCE ONE FOOD AT A TIME. KEEP GOING TILL YOUR NEW HEALTHY

LIFESTYLE BECOMES A HABIT. 

SUPPORT YOUR LIVER. DRINK ALKALINE WATER TO GENTLY HELP FLUSH

OUT THE TOXINS, AND DANDELION TEA FOR A GENTLE, SLOW DETOX.

TAKE IT ONE DAY AT A TIME. TAKE BABY STEPS. YOU WILL BE GREAT!

TAKEAWAY:
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Nature's Natural Pharmacy 
Kim Louise’s Top 5 For Immunity

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The advice being shared around the world is to protect our immune system

from COVID-19. Talk of Vitamin C and Vitamin D is plentiful. However,

there is little talk about good old-fashioned remedies that have been around

for centuries. Some remedies since 4000 B.C. 

 

Many years ago, I was hired by Rhody Lake of Alive Magazine, as a natural

health product consultant and longevity research writer. I was

commissioned for a few articles to write about 'higher scale' natural

products to protect our immune system from bacterial warfare.

 

These are my top five that you will still find in my cupboard or my fridge.
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Cod Liver Oil

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
You might have heard of good old-fashioned 'Cod Liver Oil'. Or, better yet,

you might have a memory of those awful tasting spoonfuls of oil your

mother fed you in the cold of winter, every morning before school. 

 

Cod Liver Oil is known for enhancing the immune system, and is a great

source of Vitamins A & D and Omega-3's. It is also an anti-inflammatory,

and great for relieving painful joints and achy muscles. It is our temporary

form of sunshine in the winter months. 

 

The Eskimos lived with low levels of sun. They relied on fish from the

sea for their Vitamin D levels. Fish oil was their “sunshine vitamin”.

 

Take one teaspoon of cod liver oil every day during the winter. Make sure

to take Sundays off from taking all oils and give your liver one day of rest.
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Colostrum

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As we age, we produce fewer immune and growth factors to heal and

fight off disease. Colostrum can replace these life-supporting factors,

protect us from bacterial warfare and increase longevity. 

 

It is a safe, non-toxic whole food with no side effects or drug interactions. It

has a 16-hour half-life and therefore should be taken twice a day on an

empty stomach with a full glass of water. It comes in a powder or pill form.

 

 Make sure to purchase an organic form of Colostrum. 

 

This research is from my article I wrote for Alive Magazine. 

 

You can learn more about colostrum in this article link:

https://www.alive.com/health/mother-natures-antibiotic/
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Oil Of Oregano
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oil of Oregano is a powerful plant-derived essential oil, that is known to be

a natural antibiotic. It contains properties that are antibacterial, antifungal

and antiviral. It is important to purchase only 100 percent pure, unfiltered,

Certified USDA Organic Oregano Oil.

 

WHEN SICK, take 2 to 4 drops in water, or coconut oil, twice a day for 10

days. Oil of Oregano is so powerful it will also kill off your good bacteria in

your gut. So, it is important to replenish your gut flora, in between your

drops. Either use kefir, sauerkraut, or a probiotic pill form from your health

food store.
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ALOE VERA
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I am sure you have heard of the botanical plant Aloe Vera, and the benefits

of cutting a piece of the stem and applying the aloe vera gel from inside the

leaf on burns or cuts. It works like magic! However, aloe is more than just

that.

 

Within its leaves, aloe vera holds a variety of immune supporting properties,

that help protect the body from free radical damage to our DNA, and also, is

a great digestive aid. Drinking a capful of aloe vera juice with each meal

will help digest your food and help build a strong immune system. 

 

You can purchase aloe vera juice at your local health food store, or on

Amazon. Make sure to shop for a brand that uses only organic leaves and

is carefully and properly processed.
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OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The olive tree cultivation and olive oil production has been with humankind

as far back as the stirrings of civilization. The olive tree leaves are known

for their longevity to survive the harshness of nature, along with pests

and droughts. 

 

Olive leaf extract contains antibacterial, antiviral, and antibiotic properties,

and is a non-toxic immune system builder to help you achieve better energy

and well-being.

 

Olive leaf extract comes in powered form, liquid form, pill form, or as a

therapeutic tea. Dosage depends on what form you use. Usually in pill form,

you can take two capsules a day.

 

New Roots Herbal is a manufacturer of Olive Leaf Extract and can be
purchased at your local health food store, or on Amazon.
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Extra Healthy Living Tips 
 

 

A Non-Chemical Soap To Wash Your Hands

As we are washing our hands more regularly, then let us give our liver less

stress by using a non-chemical soap. Remember all foreign toxins

and chemicals that enter into your body have to filter through your liver.

 

How about supporting a soap company that has been around since 1858,

passed down from generations, from the inventor himself, Dr. Bronner. Dr.

Bronner's Castile Bar Certified Organic Soap can be purchased at any

Save-On-Foods and most health food stores, and now on Amazon.
 

 

Drink Good Clean Filtered/Alkaline Water 

A good source I recommend is Santevia Alkaline Water Filter Systems.

They are more than a filter. Santevia adjusts water’s pH to mildly alkaline

by reintroducing minerals that promote ionization and oxygenation helping

your body maintain its active equilibrium. Your local health food store will

usually stock this filter system, or you can purchase it online at:

https://www.santevia.com

 
 

Your Parasympathetic Nervous System

The ultimate practice for better health is to live as humanly as possible in a

state of calm, even while working, so your parasympathetic nervous system

can do its job of rest, repair, and rejuvenation.
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Empower Gratitude
Did you know that 'grateful thinking' and 'gratefulness' can give you a

greater sense of well-being, is good for your heart, and can help you sleep

and cope with depression and stress.
 

What are you grateful for in these uncertain and changing times?

 
Empower "Thank You"
Have you ever noticed how your mood changes when you say "Thank

You"?  It not only lifts you up, it sends a power surge of gratitude to the

receiver on the other end, allowing that person to feel appreciated. 
 

Who can you reach out to and say 'thank you' for your services or

'thank you' for being in my life, or 'thank you' for your kindness?

 
Empower Others With Your Voice
Did you ever notice that you can carry on a whole conversation while

texting on your cell phone, without moving your mouth? Our fingers are now

doing the talking. We were all given voices. When you hear someone's

voice, there is an ENERGY EXCHANGE. It makes you feel good.
 

Do you know someone who would love to hear your voice right now?
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For those of you who normally don't work at home, it might be quite a shock

to your psyche if you have been heading to an office for many years. 

 

You may be the CEO or employee of a company, or an entrepreneur who

has a small business outside your home. Less than a month ago, you could

lock the door behind you from your corporate or commercial office space,

and leave your work life behind you. 

 

The buzz around town is that a lot of companies are taking care of their

employees, while working from home and doing ZOOM meetings to keep

connected. We are all learning to adapt through these rough waters.

 

Home Office Space Ideas
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So, now that you are working from home, you may, or may not, have a

designated office space. I am sure it can feel like chaos right now, trying to

work when everyone is at home, with your kids, pets, husband, or wife

around.

 

If you are a couple, you may not be used to having your partner working at

home all day. If you are single employee working at home, I am sure the

adjustment has not been easy. I feel for all of you.

 

Entrepreneurs who work out of their home office such as consultants,

counselors, and physical touch practitioners, have all had to adjust to this

new norm. No matter what the circumstances, we are all in this together.

 

To digress for a moment and bring a little humour into the picture, have you

seen the hilarious video going around in which a lady is talking to her

clients on a Zoom call and her husband forgets and walks behind her in his

underwear? This is the new reality.

 

Humour aside, whether you are the CEO of a company, or an employee

that is now working from home, let's help you find a temporary, designated,

comfortable place to work, while we all ride out this storm!

 

I bet some of you are using your dining room or kitchen table as your office

space right now, which can make you feel vulnerable with everyone around.

So, let me share with you a few examples to help make your space ideal.

 

 



 

I would normally not share with my regular clients to set up and feng shui

their home office the way I am going to show you now. This information is

for the sole purpose to help those who do not work out of their home, to

bring you temporary peace to be able to concentrate on your work.

 

So, here is my first question. Do you have a room in your home that

houses a closet, wide enough to fit a small desk which can be pushed up

against the back wall of the closet? You could remove the closet door or

doors, and store them elsewhere in your home. If you do, great!

 

Next step, remove from your closet any clothes that would be in the way of

your desk area. Store them in a suitcase, or a clothes box under your bed,

or hang them in another closet. 

 

If you do not own a small desk, get creative. Many moons ago, when I first

started my business, I used two bar stools and placed a piece of plywood

on top. I later replaced the bar stools with two small filing cabinets. It

depends on the size of your closet. Or, shop for a desk on Amazon.
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Next step, purchase a 3 or 4-fold room divider. Why?  Because in feng

shui it is important to provide support behind your back, so that when

people come up from behind you are not startled.

 

Think of the CEO of a company who sits at his desk with his back facing

their entrance doorway. When the employees walk by, they have the upper

hand as the CEO is unable to see them. Or, better yet, picture a king

sitting on his throne, with his back to all his people. Get the picture?

 

In feng shui, when we position the CEO in the 'THE SEAT OF POWER' so

that his desk and chair are facing the entrance doorway, he is then able to

view both the horizon of his office space and the doorway. This allows the

CEO to be in control of his company and gain respect from his employees.

 

This is why I feel it is important to purchase a divider. The divider acts as a

temporary support for your back. Your horizon, for the time being, is the

wall you are looking at in your closet. You can get creative and hang a

picture with inspiring words to help you achieve your goals, or, hang a

picture of a scene that brings you calm and peace of mind.

 

If you are purchasing a 3 or 4-fold divider, there is a great selection of

dividers on Amazon. Now that ZOOM is the way we are doing business,

you will look more professional to your audience, rather than having them

view your bed or whatever may be in the background. 
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I understand that usually, a room with a closet, is either your bedroom, a

guest bedroom, or an empty bedroom in your home.

 

If it is the room where you sleep, the divider allows you to block off your

temporary office at night, out-of-site and out-of-mind. Make sure to turn off

your computer at night. As I wrote earlier, no technology should be in your

room when you sleep, as radiation and blue light interfere with sleep and

the production of melatonin.

 

As I mentioned before, I would never feng shui a home office like this,

especially in your bedroom, as your bedroom is your sanctuary. But we 

are in the worst case scenario right now, and we have to make do for

those of you who don't have a home office space.

 
"What about me? I don't have a closet anywhere 

in my home that could fit a small desk. What do I do?"
 

It won't be as quiet, but yes, this same concept can be placed against a

wall anywhere in your home. For both situations, you can get creative and

make a few signs to hang on the back of your divider, or the doorknob to

your chosen room. This will let your family know that you are either on the

phone, in a meeting on ZOOM, or quietly working. 

 

Here is a little secret. If you purchase a 4-fold divider, you will not only be

able to wrap it around the back of your chair, it will also wrap around each

side of your chair, creating a feeling of privacy.
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For The Entrepreneur Who Already Works Out of Your Home
 

For the home-based entrepreneur, the permanent placement of the home

office is a bit more structured and positioned for your work.

 

The positioning of your office desk, is primarily based on the 'SEAT OF

POWER' theory I talked about earlier. This desk position allows for

opportunity to flow your way.

 

I have provided three sample drawings for your permanent office space

setup on the following three pages. These samples provide you with a

variety of choices to position your home office desk, to compliment three

different entrance doorways.

 

Now, if it just so happens that you are a CEO or an employee, and you like

the idea of having a home office space now that you have been home for

awhile and experienced what it feels like, and you have the space for a

home office, then you will love these diagrams which follow.
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If you are an entrepreneur whose work station is a built in cubicle desk,

designed in your kitchen, purchase a small mirror and place it on your

desk or wall, to enable you to see when someone is coming up behind

you, so you won't get startled.

 

Having a relaxing and calm home office space, if at all possible, will help

lower your stress level. When you feel anchored and have a designated

space that you know is only yours, life will be much easier to manage.

 

Bring in a nice plant and a relaxing tabletop water fountain to add to your

temporary office space or permanent office space. The echo of a fountain

is very calming and actually emits negative ions to purify the air. Plants

can also clear toxins from your space and add more oxygen to the room.

Most importantly, open up your windows and air your home and office on a

daily basis. 

 

Salt lamps are also a nice added feature and help to neutralize the harmful

radiation being emitted from your computer. Both tabletop water fountains

and salt lamps can be purchased on Amazon.

 

When you close your office down at night, clean off your desk, shut your

computer off, and either shut the door to your office, or push your chair in

and wrap your divider in closer, as if you were shutting the door. It is

essential that you try to unwind and enjoy the rest of your home sanctuary.

Bring some laughter into your life. Laughter is a good stress medicine.
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On the pages which follow, I have gifted you a few inspiring quotes that

you can print out and frame or hang on your wall at your desk. Words are

a great way to help us get through the tough days.

 

IN CLOSING ... on the bright side, with all our world upside down right

now, THE GIFT OF TIME has allowed us to spend more time with our

loved ones, with everyone being at home. 

 

Remember, no matter what is happening around us, this pandemic has

brought the entire world closer together. LOVE AND CONNECTION can

be felt all over the world. We will never be the same. 

 

This is a good thing. We have been shaken up to see our own trueself in 

a different light and what really matters to us. What if your whole life is

changing for the better?  VIEW UNCERTAINTY AS OPPORTUNITY.

 

In the end, the cycle of life is working perfectly in harmony, and all things

do happen for a reason. THIS MOMENT IN TIME IS TRULY A

BLESSING IN DISGUISE. I hope I have helped you to see that now.
 

 
May you awaken to the brilliance inside of you,  

and stay safe and healthy in this time of great change ...

 

Blessings and Love, Kim Louise
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